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How to define nearly net zero energy buildings nZEB
– REHVA proposal for uniformed national implementation of EPBD recastJarek Kurnitski, Francis Allard, Derrick Braham, Guillaume Goeders, Per Heiselberg, Lennart Jagemar,Risto Kosonen, Jean Lebrun, Livio Mazzarella, Jorma Railio, Olli Seppänen, Michael Schmidt and Maija Virta

Summary REHVA Task Force proposes a technical definition for nearly zero energy buildings requiredin the implementation of the Energy performance of buildings directive recast. Energycalculation framework and system boundaries associated with the definition are provided tospecify which energy flows in which way are taken into account in the energy performance assessment. Theintention of the Task Force is to help the experts in the Member States define the nearly zero energy buildingsin a uniform way.The directive requires nearly zero energy buildings, but since it does not give any harmonized requirements aswell as details of energy performance calculation framework, it will be up to the Member States to define them.In the definition, local conditions obviously will be taken into account. However, the uniform methodology canbe used in all Member States.The directive defines nearly zero energy building as a building that has a very high energy performance andrequires the calculation of primary energy indicator. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy requiredshould be covered to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy fromrenewable sources produced on-site or nearby.Based on the directive’s definition, a net zero energy building is a building using 0 kWh/ (m2 a) primary energy.Following the current understanding that nearly zero energy buildings are not cost efficient yet, led to theproposed nZEB definition based on technically achievable energy performance. Nearly zero energy buildingwas defined as technically reasonable achievable national energy use of > 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy
achieved with best practice energy efficiency measures and renewable energy technologies which mayor may not be cost optimal.In order to end up with a proposed general definition, it was needed to clarify which energy flows shall beincluded in energy performance assessment and how the primary energy factors should be used for primaryenergy indicator calculation. For the uniform methodology, a general system boundary definition wasestablished with the inclusion of active solar and wind energy, as well as the guidance for technical meaning of“nearby” in the directive.Proposed methodology is based on the use of standard energy calculation input data and energy calculationrules that makes it possible to compare objectively the energy performance of different buildings forcompliance assessment purposes within the building types listed in the directive.

1. BackgroundEnergy performance of buildings directive recast (EPBD recast) came into force on July 9th2010.  Member States shall adopt and publish, by July 9th 2012 at the latest, the laws,regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with most of the articles. Thebackground for the directive states that buildings account for 40 % of the total energy consumption in theEuropean Union. The sector is expanding, which is bound to increase its energy consumption. Therefore, thereduction of energy consumption and the use of energy from renewable sources in the building sector
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constitute important measures which are needed to reduce the Union’s energy dependency and greenhouse gasemissions. Together with an increased use of energy from renewable sources, measures taken to reduce energyconsumption in the Union would allow the Union to comply with the Kyoto Protocol, and its commitment toreduce, y 2020, the overall greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20 % below 1990 levels.According to the Directive the Member States shall ensure that by 31 December 2020, all new buildings arenearly zero energy buildings; and after 31 December 2018, new buildings occupied and owned by publicauthorities will be nearly zero-energy buildings.In the directive ‘nearly zero-energy building’ means a building that has a very high energy performance. Thenearly zero or very low amount of energy required should be covered to a very significant extent by energyfrom renewable sources, including energy from renewable sources produced on-site or nearby. Since theCommission does not give minimum or maximum harmonized requirements, it will be up to the Member Statesto define what for them exactly constitutes a "very high energy performance".National roadmaps towards nearly zero energy buildings are needed for all member states. Member States shalldraw up national plans for increasing the number of nearly zero-energy buildings. These national plans mayinclude targets differentiated according to the category of building.  Member States shall furthermore, followingthe leading example of the public sector, develop policies and take measures such as the setting of targets inorder to stimulate the transformation of buildings that are refurbished into nearly zero-energy buildings, andinform the Commission thereof in their national plans.The national plans shall include, inter alia, the following elements:(a) the Member State’s detailed application in practice of the definition of nearly zero-energy buildings,reflecting their national, regional or local conditions and including a numerical indicator of primary energy useexpressed in kWh/m2 per year. Primary energy factors used for the determination of the primary energy usemay be based on national or regional yearly average values and may take into account relevant Europeanstandards;(b) intermediate targets for improving the energy performance of new buildings, by 2015,(c) information on the policies and financial or other measures adopted in the context of for the promotion ofnearly zero-energy buildings, including details of national requirements and measures concerning the use ofenergy from renewable sources in new buildings and existing buildings undergoing major renovation.The Commission shall by December 31st 2012 and every three years thereafter publish a report on the progressof Member States in increasing the number of nearly zero-energy buildings. On the basis of that report theCommission shall develop an action plan and, if necessary, propose measures to increase the number of thosebuildings and encourage best practices as regards the cost-effective transformation of existing buildings intonearly zero-energy buildings.A recent bench marking study on implementation on EPBD 2002 by REHVA (Seppänen & Goeders 2010)revealed a large variation in the technical regulations of the different countries. These differences in regulationshave a significant effect on the building industry and complicate manufacturing, sales, installation, constructionand design of buildings in the common market area.  The experience learned from the actions taken by CENfrom the year 2002 to help the implementation of EPBD showed that technical development work takes time.Professional assistance is needed in many areas, exchange of information and experience between MemberStates.REHVA experts have realized the problem various definition of nearly zero energy building may cause inEurope. An important issue is how to define the various energy flows and how to establish the energyboundaries on the building. This paper reports the results of REHVA Task Force “Nearly Zero EnergyBuildings”. REHVA hopes that this report that focuses on definitions and energy boundaries will help the
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experts in the member states in defining the nearly zero energy buildings in a uniform way. This would help inunderstanding the policy options and in exchanging information of most energy efficient technical solutions forbuildings.
2. Terms and definitions

net zero energy building (ZEB)Energy use of 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy.NOTE 1_ A net ZEB is typically a grid connectedbuilding with very high energy performance. A netZEB balances its primary energy use so that theprimary energy feed-in to the grid or other energynetwork equals to the primary energy delivered toZEB from energy networks. Annual balance of 0kWh/(m2 a) primary energy use typically leads tothe situation where significant amount of the on-site energy generation will be exchanged with thegrid. Therefore a net ZEB produces energy whenconditions are suitable and uses delivered energyduring rest of the time.
nearly net zero energy building (nZEB)Technically reasonable achievable national energyuse of > 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy achievedwith best practice energy efficiency measures andrenewable energy technologies which may or maynot be cost optimal.NOTE 1_ The Commission shall establish by June30th 2011 a comparative methodology frameworkfor calculation of cost-optimal levels (Cost optimal).NOTE 2_ Not all renewable energy technologiesneeded for nearly zero energy building have to becost-effective, if appropriate financial incentives arenot available.
energy performance of the building (EN 15316-1:2007)Calculated or measured amount of energy deliveredand exported actually used or estimated to meet thedifferent needs associated with a standardized useof the building, which may include, inter alia,energy used for heating, cooling, ventilation,domestic hot water, lighting and appliances.NOTE 1_ According to EPBD, the energyperformance of a building shall be expressed with a

numeric indicator of primary energy use, based onprimary energy factors per energy carrier, whichmay be based on national or regional annualweighted averages or a specific value for on- siteproduction.NOTE 2 Appliances (households and outlets) areadded to the original definition of EN 15316-1:2007.
delivered energy (EN 15603:2008)Energy, expressed per energy carrier, supplied tothe technical building systems through the systemboundary, to satisfy the uses taken into account(e.g. heating, cooling, ventilation, domestic hotwater, lighting, appliances etc.) or to produceelectricity.
exported energy (EN 15603:2008)Energy, expressed per energy carrier, delivered bythe technical building systems through the systemboundary and used outside the system boundary.
net delivered energy (EN 15603:2008)Delivered minus exported energy, both expressedper energy carrier.NOTE 1_ Net delivered energy values are expressedseparately for each energy carrier, i.e. forelectricity, fuels, district heat, etc.
primary energy (EPBD recast)Energy from renewable and non- renewablesources which has not undergone any conversionor transformation process.
CO2 emission coefficient (EN 15603:2008)For a given energy carrier, quantity of CO2 emittedto atmosphere per unit of delivered energy.NOTE 1_ The CO2 emission coefficient can alsoinclude the equivalent emissions of othergreenhouse gases (e.g. methane).
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system boundary (EN 15603:2008)Boundary that includes within it all areasassociated with the building (both inside andoutside of the building) where energy is used orproduced.
NOTE 1. All areas associated with the buildingtypically refers to footprint of the building site.

3. National examples of low and zero energy building definitions

At the moment there are no official definitions of nearly nZEBs available, but the work with the national plansfor nZEBs is ongoing and few results have been published.
DenmarkIn the Danish Building Code (BR10), a class 2015 is defined, which fulfills the future energy performancerequirements in 2015.The total primary energy use in the energy frame consists of heating, ventilation, cooling, domestic/service hotwater, and lighting (except in residences). Tenants’ or users’ electricity is excluded. Heating (natural gas, oil ordistrict heating) has a primary energy factor of 1, but a factor of 0,8 can be used for district heating forbuildings fulfilling class 2015. Electricity has a primary energy factor of 2.5. The floor area, A, used is the grossfloor area measured outside the external walls. As a small country, there is only one climate zone.
Table 1. Primary energy frames for new buildings in Denmark 2008, 2010 and 2015Energy frame[kWh/(m² a)] Energy frame[kWh/(m² a)] Energy frame[kWh/(m² a)]Building Code BR08 BR10 BR10 - Class 2015Residential 70 + 2200/A 52,5 + 1650/A 30 + 1000/ANon-residential 95 + 2200/A 71,3 + 1650/A 41 + 1000/A
FranceThe new French regulation (RT2012) issued on October 26th 2010, addresses low energy buildings targets forresidential buildings, office buildings, school buildings, kinder gardens etc.The total primary energy consumption is defined for heating, cooling, hot water production, lighting,ventilation and any auxiliary systems used for these domains. It is given by an overall coefficient Cep kWh/(m2a) using the net floor area of the building defined by the French building code.The target maximum value of Cep, Cepmax is fixed to 50 kWh/(m2 a) with various correction coefficientsdepending on the climatic zone, the altitude, the total area of the building and the type of energy used.Furthermore, in order to ensure a good quality of the design of the envelope, another constraint is added. Anew parameter Bbio is added in order to check the “bioclimatic” quality of the design. This Bbio parametermeasures the energy need of the building for heating, cooling and lighting for a whole year. It has no dimensionand is evaluated by a certain number of points. It has to be lower to Bbio max defined in the new regulation as afunction of the location, altitude, type of building etc.Finally, the air tightness of the building is also imposed to a maximum value depending of the building type andin summer, a limit for indoor summer temperature has to be checked if no cooling is used.
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GermanyThe current requirements (EnEV2009) for new residential buildings are calculated depending to a so calledreference building. For the reference building there are standard U-values for the bottom floor, walls, windowsand the roof and standard installation engineering given in the EnEV. The energy demand for residentialbuildings could be calculated with two different standards. On the one hand with DIN V 18599, on the otherhand with a combination of DIN V 4108-6 : 2003-06 and DIN V 4701-10 : 2003-08. The primary energy demandof the new building must be below or equal to the energy demand of the reference building. Also a limit valuefor the specific transmission heat loss must be reached. A weighting factor for electricity consumption of 2.7 isbeing used.Official definitions concerning the public subsidies for (residential) Low Energy Buildings are subject of theprograms run by the (state-owned) Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau Frankfurt (KfW). These programs aremainly fed by public sources. The current requirements are KfW 70, KfW 55 and KfW 40. The primary energydemand of these buildings has to be 70%, 55% and 40% of the reference building. In addition, there is also asubsidy program for "Passiv-Häuser", which is defined in accordance with the Passiv-Haus-Institute as "KfW-40-buildings with an annual heat demand lower than 15 kWh/m2".This figure can‘t be directly compared with the low energy classes from the other countries as passive housesonly have requirement to energy for heating combined with a requirement to the overall use of primary energyto be maximal 120 kWh/m2 including energy for appliances.Next step of enforced requirements in 2012 will be another 30% reduction for both residential and non-residential buildings. In 2020 new buildings shall be “climate friendly” with less primary energy demand.
NorwayA Low Energy Commission delivered a number of suggestions for increased energy efficiency of all sectors inNorway in the summer of 2009. The thick report also included suggestions of future net energy frame valuesfor new buildings as well as for major renovations. The Norwegian Building Code, TEK is proposed to besharpened every fifth year. TEK 07 was published in 1 February 2007 and is fully enforced from 1 September2009. This building code was the first in Norway with an energy performance approach. The net energy use inthe energy frame consists of heating, ventilation, cooling, domestic/service hot water, as well as tenants’ orusers’ electricity. The net energy includes cooling supplied to air-cooling coils or fan coils in the rooms.The floor area used is the heated floor area measured inside the external walls. Norway has a number ofclimate zones. The values given below are valid for the “standard” climate zone around Oslo, which is in thesoutheastern part of the country. The annual energy use of the proposed building is first modeled for the actualclimate zone and then for the “standard” climate zone. The results for the standard climate zone must fulfill theenergy frame. The current energy frames are specified for one-family houses, multi-family houses and eleventypes of non-residential buildings.
Table 2. Proposed future net energy frames for new buildings in NorwayEnergy frame [kWh/(m² & a)]Building Code TEK07 TEK12 TEK17 TEK22 TEK27Residential 130 100 65 30 0Non-residential 155 110 70 40 0
SwedenA report of the draft Swedish plan for nZEBs was delivered by the Swedish Energy Agency to the Ministry ofEnterprise, Energy and Communications on October 18th 2010. The report wants to keep the energyperformance values, expressed as delivered energy per heated floor area, since the property owner cannot
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control how the delivered energy is “produced”. Primary energy factors are typically policy based and may bechanged over time and a future report is suggested to define Swedish primary energy factors. These are mainlyproposed to be used for official purposes, such as reporting to the European Commission.The proposed maximum values for annual delivered energy per heated floor area are goals for the year 2020.They are more or less half the values in the current Building Code from February 1st 2009. The report alsocontains values for major renovations in 2020. The first such values in Sweden will be found in the comingBuilding Code of 2011. The Building Code from 2006 was the first in Sweden with an energy performanceapproach.The midterm goal for 2015 is that at least 25% of the floor area of all erected buildings in 2015 should fulfill theenergy requirements for the year 2020. For new buildings owned or used by the state the requirements are forthe year 2019 and the portion in 2015 that should fulfill them is at least 50%. The delivered energy in theenergy performance value consists of heating, ventilation, cooling, and domestic/service hot water. Electricityfor technical building systems is also included. Tenants’ or users’ electricity is excluded. Electricity to chillers innon-electrically heated buildings shall be multiplied with the factor 3 in order to make possible comparisonswith district cooling. Electric heated buildings are defined as having an installed electric power for heating of atleast 10 W/m². For non-residential buildings the energy performance value is depending on the averageoutdoor airflow rate during the heating season. The floor area used is the heated floor area (Atemp) measuredinside the external walls. Sweden has three climate zones. About 80 % of the population lives in southernclimate zone and less than 10 % lives in the northern climate zone.
Table 3. Proposed energy performance numbers for new buildings in Sweden in 2020Max energy performance [kWh/(m² & a)] Climate ZoneZone I - North Zone II - Middle Zone III - SouthResidential         (non-electric heating) 75 65 55Residential         (electric heating) 50 40 30Non-residential  (non-electric heating) 70 to 105 60 to 90 50 to 75Non-residential  (electric heating) 50 to 75 40 to 60 30 to 45

4. Proposed general definition format for nearly net zero energy buildings

The following general definition format is proposed to clarify the exact technical meaning of EPBD recastrequirements in order to support national implementation. EPBD recast requires nearly nZEB buildings,defined as buildings with a very high energy performance and where energy need is covered to a very
significant extent by energy from renewable sources (original wording given in Ch. 5). Since EPBD recastdoes not give minimum or maximum harmonized requirements as well as details of energy performancecalculation framework, it will be up to the Member States to define what “a very high energy performance” and“to a very significant extent by energy from renewable sources” for them exactly constitute.EPBD recast requires the evaluation of the cost optimality of current national minimum requirements by June30th 2012 (Articles 4&5). This cost optimal policy launched by EPBD recast will instruct MS to shift minimumrequirements to cost optimal energy performance level. Cost optimal policy does not say that nZEB has to becost optimal, because nZEB is another, next political target established by EPBD. According to currentunderstanding, nZEB is not cost efficient yet, however this may depend on available incentives. Therefore, theseboth requirements (cost optimal and nZEB) will have to be reconciled so that a smooth transaction from costoptimal requirements to nearly zero energy buildings could be guaranteed in near future. Currently it issuggested to define nZEB performance level rather through the bases of reasonable achievable technicalsolutions instead of cost optimal bases, which may be the situation in the future. Cost optimal calculations are
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straightforward for the solutions with well-established costs that do not apply for renewable technologieswhere rapid developments expected make such calculations uncertain.The following proposal includes energy calculation framework specifying how to define the various energyflows and how to establish the energy boundaries on the building, affecting the performance levels of nZEBbuilding definitions. This guidance will help the experts in the member states in defining the nearly zero energybuildings in a uniform way.Nearly net zero energy building definition shall be based on delivered and exported energy according to EPBDrecast and EN 15603:2008. The net delivered energy, which is delivered minus exported energy per energycarrier, is shown in Figure 1 and described with detailed system boundary definition in Ch. 5, Figure 4. Thissystem boundary definition is a general form modified from the one of EN 15603:2008. Suggesting theinclusion of energy use of appliances (households and outlets), the system boundary proposes that all energyused in buildings will be accounted in net delivered energy as well as in nearly net zero energy buildingdefinition. According to that, energy use in the buildings includes inter alia, energy used for heating, cooling,ventilation, hot water, lighting and appliances. The last one is an amendment to EPBD recast definition shownin Ch. 5.

Figure 1. System boundary for nearly net zero energy building definition, connecting a building to energynetworks. Net delivered energy is delivered Edel,i minus exported energy Eexp,i accounted separately for eachenergy carrier i. Primary energy E is calculated with primary energy factors fi (the same factors are assumed fordelivered and exported energy carriers in the figure, see Equation 1 for more details).From net delivered energy, numeric indicator of primary energy can be calculated and used to define theperformance level of nearly net zero energy building. Primary energy indicator (called often also as primaryenergy rating) sums up all delivered and exported energy (electricity, district heat/cooling, fuels) into a singleindicator with primary energy factors. In a similar fashion, numeric indicator of CO2 emission may be calculatedwith CO2 emission coefficients. CO2 indicator provides additional information about the consequences of energyuse, in the terms of CO2 emitted to atmosphere in energy production.In order to be a sound definition, nearly net zero energy building defined through primary energy indicator,shall refer to specified energy calculation framework, including:
 system boundary of net delivered energy (EN 15603:2008 and Ch. 5);
 standard energy calculation input data (EN 15251:2007);
 test reference year to be used in energy calculations (ISO 15927-4:2005);
 primary energy factors for energy carriers (EN 15603:2008);
 energy calculation rules and methods for energy need and system calculations, covered in relevant EPBDstandards;
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which all affect calculated or measured primary energy indicator.Net zero energy requirement has exact performance level of 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy. The performancelevel of “nearly” net zero energy use is a subject of national decision taking into account:
 cost optimal and technically reasonably achievable level of primary energy use
 how many % of the primary energy is covered by renewable sources
 available financial incentives for renewable energy or energy efficiency measures
 ambition level of the definition

The following definitions are proposed:
net zero energy building (ZEB)Energy use of 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy.
nearly net zero energy building (nZEB)Technically reasonable achievable national energy use of > 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy achieved with bestpractice energy efficiency measures and renewable energy technologies which may or may not be cost optimal.
Primary energy can be calculated with Equation 1 as:

    
i

ii
i

idelidel fEfEE exp,exp,,, (1)whereEdel,i is the delivered energy for energy carrier i;Eexp,i is the exported energy for energy carrier i;fdel,i is the primary energy factor for the delivered energy carrier i;fexp,i is the primary energy factor for the exported energy carrier i, which may or may not be equal to the factorof the delivered energy, depending on national definition;For the national definition of nearly net zero energy buildings, the performance levels of E-values should bespecified for each building type, at least for those listed in EPBD recast:(a) single-family houses of different types;(b) apartment blocks;(c) offices;(d) educational buildings;(e) hospitals;(f) hotels and restaurants;(g) sports facilities;(h) wholesale and retail trade services buildings;(i) other types of energy-consuming buildings.
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The use of standard energy calculation input data and energy calculation rules makes it possible to compareobjectively the energy performance of different buildings for compliance assessment purposes within thebuilding types listed. In actual operation, buildings can be operated and used very differently within the samebuilding type. But as all of these buildings are calculated with the same input data and calculation rules, theresults remain reliable for the compliance assessment. Standard energy calculation input data is not suitablefor the assessment of actual energy use in a specific building. If energy performance certificates include theassessment of actual energy use, inclusion of actual building operation data as well as actual climate data and insome cases more detailed definition of building types would be needed for better accuracy.
5. Proposed system boundary for net delivered energy

For any low energy or zero energy building definition or indicator, it would be necessary to specify whichenergy flows are included in the definition and which ones not. Either all energy used in the buildings may betaken into account, or some energy flows, such as electrical energy use of occupant appliances may be excluded.Such energy flow specification is called as system boundary and it provides a general framework for energyindicators. According to EPBD recast, energy performance is defined as (article 2):
‘energy performance of a building’ means the calculated or measured amount of energy needed to meet the
energy demand associated with a typical use of the building, which includes, inter alia, energy used for
heating, cooling, ventilation, hot water and lightingThis energy performance definition helps to understand the EPBD recast definition for nearly zero-energybuilding (nZEB):
‘nearly zero-energy building’ means a building that has a very high energy performance, as determined in
accordance with Annex I. The nearly zero or very low amount of energy required should be covered to a very
significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy from renewable sources produced on-
site or nearbyAccording to these EPBD recast definitions, electricity for households and outlets are not mandatory to beincluded. All other major energy flows are mandatory to be included.EPBD recast, Annex I states common general framework for the calculation of energy performance of buildings.In this framework, it is said that:
The energy performance of a building shall be expressed in a transparent manner and shall include an energy
performance indicator and a numeric indicator of primary energy use, based on primary energy factors
per energy carrier, which may be based on national or regional annual weighted averages or a specific value
for on- site production.This definition means that energy performance indicator may be based on primary energy. But it is let open touse some other indicator for energy performance together with primary energy, meaning that energyperformance requirements may also be based on this other indicator. There is no guidance for this “other”energy performance indicator, expect that is given in energy performance definition (energy used for heating,cooling, ventilation, hot water and lighting). In the Annex, it is also referred to the use of relevant Europeanstandards:
The methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings should take into account European
standards and shall be consistent with relevant Union legislation, including Directive 2009/28/EC.
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EN 15603:2008 specifies general framework for the assessment of energy performance of buildings that ismuch more detailed compared to EPBD recast definitions. In this standard, energy performance indicators arecalled as energy ratings, with comprehensive definition for weighted energy rating:
 Weighted energy rating sums up all delivered energy (electricity, district heat/cooling, fuels) into asingle rating with weighting factors
 Weighted energy rating may be based on: primary energy, CO2 emissions or parameters defined bynational energy policy
 Cost is mentioned as one possible parameterHowever, this weighted energy of EN 15603:2008 conflicts with EPBD recast if not defined through primaryenergy, because EPBD recast requires very clearly the expression of energy performance through primaryenergy.EN 15603:2008 also discusses energy flows to be included in the energy ratings, Figure 2. It is upon nationaldecision to take into account electricity for households and outlets or not.

Figure 2. In the measured ratings typically all energy flows are included as measured. In the calculated energyratings electricity for households and outlets (“others”) may or may not be included.For the energy boundary specification, the guidance is provided in EN 15603:2008. This is mainly generalguidance, and again, exact specification is let for national bodies. Example of energy flows are shown in Figure
3. Inside the boundary the system losses are to be taken into account explicitly, outside they are taken intoaccount in the conversion factor (=primary energy factor). Technical building systems located partly outside ofthe building envelope are considered to be inside the system boundary. It is also clearly stated that theassessment can be made for a group of buildings serviced by the same technical systems.
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Figure 3. Example of energy boundary from EN 15603:2008.
EN 15603:2008 states that for active solar and wind systems only the energy delivered by the generationdevices and auxiliary energy are taken into account in the energy balance (i.e. kinetic energy of wind is not). Itis to be decided on the national level, if this energy is part or not of the delivered energy. This national decisionis mentioned also in Note 1 of delivered energy definition (3.3.4) of EN 15603:2008:

3.3.4
delivered energyenergy, expressed per energy carrier, supplied to the technical building system through the systemboundary, to satisfy the uses taken into account (heating, cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water, lighting,appliances etc.) or to produce electricityNOTE 1 For active solar and wind energy systems the incident solar radiation on solar panels or on solar collectors or the kineticenergy of wind is not part of the energy balance of the building. It is decided at national level whether or not renewable energyproduced on site is part of the delivered energy.NOTE 2 Delivered energy can be calculated for defined energy uses or it can be measured.Note 1 of (3.3.4) conflicts with EPBD recast, if renewable energy produced on site is considered as deliveredenergy (meaning that there is no difference between onsite solar electricity and grid electricity, and on sitesolar electricity is not reducing the amount of delivered grid electricity). In this case, there is conflict with EPBDrecast, Annex I, that states that the positive influence of active solar and other renewables are to be taken intoaccount. Thus, this national decision seems not any more relevant and EPBD recast has caused a revision needfor EN 15603:2008.As primary energy indicator is based on delivered and exported energy, the definitions of exported and netdelivered energy are important:
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3.3.5
exported energyenergy, expressed per energy carrier, delivered by the technical building systems through the systemboundary and used outside the system boundaryNOTE 1_ It can specified by generation types (e.g. CHP, photovoltaic, etc.) in order to apply different weighting factors.NOTE 2_ Exported energy can be calculated or it can be measured.
3.3.6
net delivered energydelivered minus exported energy, both expressed per energy carrierNOTE 1_ A balance of the delivered and exported energy per energy carrier can be performed only if the same primary energyfactors and/or CO2 coefficients apply to the delivered and exported amounts of that energy carrier.NOTE 2_ The term “net” can also be applied to quantities derived from net delivered energy, e.g. primary energy or CO2 emissions.The definition of energy rating says in the Note that the inclusion of electricity for households and outlets andlighting in residential buildings depends on national decision:
3.4.2
calculated energy ratingenergy rating based on calculations of the weighted delivered and exported energy of a building for heating,cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water and lightingNOTE National bodies can decide whether other energy uses resulting from occupants’ activities such as cooking, production,laundry, computer equipment, etc. are included or not. If included, standard input data needs to be provided for the various types ofbuildings and uses. Lighting is always included except (by decision of national bodies) for residential buildings.

Proposal for energy boundaryProposed energy boundary is modified from EN 15603:2008 and as stated in EPBD recast, renewable energyproduced on site is not considered as part of delivered energy, i.e. the positive influence of it is taken intoaccount, Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Energy boundary of net delivered energy and how it forms from energy need, energy use of technicalbuilding systems, on site renewable energy production, delivered energy and exported energy. The box of“Energy need” refers to rooms in a building and both system boundary lines may be interpreted as the buildingsite boundary.Energy need represents energy need in a building for heating, cooling, ventilation, domestic hot water, lightingand appliances (if appliances are included in the system boundary as proposed). Energy need for heating iscaused by heat losses and is reduced by solar and internal heat gains. Net energy need is the energy need minusheat gains, i.e. thermal energy without any system losses needed to maintain indoor climate conditions. For thelighting and appliances electrical energy is needed.Building technical systems supply the amount of net energy needs of heating, cooling and electrical energy. Tosupply these net energy needs, building technical systems use energy and have typically some system lossesand energy conversion in some systems (i.e. heat pumps, fuel cells). The energy used by the building technicalsystems is from delivered energy to the building or from onsite renewable energy (without fuels).Delivered energy to the building is grid electricity, district heat and cooling, renewable and non-renewablefuels. On site renewable energy without fuels is energy produced from active solar and wind (and from hydro ifavailable). Renewable fuels are not included in this term, because they are treated as delivered energy to thebuilding, i.e. off-site renewables. Energy from heat sources of heat pumps (air, ground, water) is also renewableenergy, but this information is not needed for heat pump system and delivered energy calculations which arebased on COP data of heat pumps. (However, energy taken from heat sources of heat pumps is needed forcalculation of the share of renewable energy, which is additional information).On site renewable energy production systems may supply other technical building systems, thus reducing theneed for the delivered energy to building, or may be directly exported to energy networks. This is taken intoaccount in the net delivered energy balance. Net delivered energy is delivered minus exported energy, bothexpressed per energy carrier.Primary energy use is calculated from net delivered energy, per energy carrier, as product of primary energyfactor and net delivered energy of that energy carrier.
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6. Examples of energy flow calculation

Low energy detached houseConsider a detached house located in Helsinki with net area of 150 m2 and the following annual net energyneeds:
 7200 kWh ( 48.0 kWh/(m2 a)) net energy need for heating (including ventilation and DHW)
 1600 kWh (10.7 kWh/(m2 a)) net energy need for cooling
 1050 kWh (7.0 kWh/(m2 a)) electricity for lighting
 2400 kWh (16.0 kWh/(m2 a)) electricity for appliancesIn this building, solar thermal provides 2100 kWh/a (14.0 kWh/(m2 a)) domestic hot water. The rest of heatingneed is supplied with ground source heat pump system, which has the seasonal performance factor of 3.2.Energy calculation results are shown in Figure 5. First, on site thermal energy 14.0 kWh/(m2 a) is reduced fromthe net energy need of 48.0 kWh/(m2 a). Heat pump thus produces 34.0 kWh/(m2 a) thermal energy withelectrical energy input of 10.6 kWh/(m2 a). The seasonal performance factor includes circulation pumps of theheating system and the ground loop. It is considered that the ground loop is utilized for cooling, so that thecirculation pump operation for cooling and the fan energy of the fan coil is 1.8 kWh/(m2 a). Delivered electricalenergy is 40.4 kWh/(m2 a) There is no exported energy. Primary energy is 101 kWh/(m2 a).

Figure 5. Calculation example of the energy flows of a detached house.
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nZEB Office buildingConsider an office building located in Paris with following annual net energy needs (all values are specificvalues in kWh/(m2 a)):
 3.8 kWh/(m2 a) net energy need for heating (including ventilation and DHW)
 11.9 kWh/(m2 a) net energy need for cooling
 21.5 kWh/(m2 a) electricity for appliances
 10.0 kWh/(m2 a) electricity for lightingBreakdown of the net energy need is shown in Figure 6.The building has a gas boiler for heating with seasonal efficiency of 90%. For the cooling, free cooling fromboreholes (about 1/3 of the need) is used and the rest is covered with mechanical cooling. For borehole cooling,seasonal energy efficiency ratio of 10 is used and for mechanical cooling 3.5. Ventilation system with specificfan power of 1.2 kW/(m3/s) will use 5.6 kWh/(m2 a) fan energy. There is installed a solar PV system providing15.0 kWh/(m2 a), from which 6.0 is utilized in the building and 9.0 is exported to the grid.Energy calculation results are shown in Figure 6, in the building technical systems box. Gas boiler with 90%efficiency results in 4.2 kWh/(m2 a) fuel energy. Electricity use of the cooling system is calculated with seasonalenergy efficiency ratios 10 and 3.5 respectively. Electricity use of free cooling, mechanical cooling, ventilation,lighting and appliances is 39.8 kWh/(m2 a). Solar electricity of 15.0 kWh/(m2 a) reduces the net deliveredelectricity to 24.8 kWh/(m2 a). Net delivered fuel energy (caloric value of delivered natural gas) is 4.2 kWh/(m2a). From these two net delivered energy flows, primary energy is calculated with the result of 66 kWh/(m2 a).

Figure 6. Calculation example of the energy flows in nZEB office building.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper a technical definition for nearly net zero energy buildings is proposed. This definition is needed inthe member states for the implementation of EPBD recast. In order to propose a general definition, it wasneeded to clarify:
 which energy flows shall be included
 the use of primary energy factors for primary energy indicator
 system boundary definition with inclusion of active solar and wind
 applicability of the cost optimal requirement on nZEB performance level
 the technical meaning of “nearby” in EPBD recast so that it may mean existing district heating or coolingnetwork or any other technical system serving a group of buildingsEnergy performance definition of EPBD recast was followed so that appliances (households and outlets) wereincluded, i.e. all energy used in buildings would be accounted. For the system boundary definition, a generalform modified from the one of EN 15603:2008 is proposed. It is proposed to the Member States to use thesystem boundary shown in Figure 4 and primary energy definition given by Equation 1 in defining theperformance levels of nearly net zero energy buildings.Net zero energy requirement has exact performance level of 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy use. Theperformance level of nearly net zero energy use depends on national conditions and decisions. The followingdefinitions were proposed:
net zero energy building (ZEB)energy use of 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy
nearly net zero energy building (nZEB)technically reasonable achievable national energy use of > 0 kWh/(m2 a) primary energy achieved with bestpractice energy efficiency measures and renewable energy technologies which may or may not be cost optimal
In order to be a sound definition, nearly net zero energy building defined through primary energy indicator,shall refer to specified energy calculation framework, including:
 system boundary of net delivered energy (EN 15603:2008 and Figure 4);
 standard energy calculation input data (EN 15251:2007);
 test reference year to be used in energy calculations (ISO 15927-4:2005);
 primary energy factors for energy carriers (EN 15603:2008 and Equation 1);
 energy calculation rules and methods for energy need and system calculations, covered in relevant EPBDstandards;which all affect calculated or measured primary energy indicator. The performance levels shall be specified foreach building type, at least for those listed in EPBD recast.
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